Protect yourself and your family with

SCALAR ENERGY

EMR SHIELD

Eliminates Mobile Phone Radiation up to 99%
Electro Magnetic Field (EMF) Radiation

Everyday, we are surrounded by a range of electronic products such as Mobile phones, computer laptops, mobile gadgets, bluetooth accessories, air-conds, refrigerators and etc that emit EMF radiation in varying dosages and high levels of positive ions which are harmful to human health.

A look at the news headlines of recent years allow some insight into the various areas of public concern due to radiation. Research has shown that the amount of EMF radiation that we are exposed to in our daily lives could be linked to stress & tension, diseases and undesired health problems that we currently face.

The Dangers of EMF Radiation Reported:

- **CNN**
  - Dec 2008: Mobile phones can affect sperm quality, researcher says.
  - Sept 2008: Scientists debate possible mobile phones linked to brain cancer.

- **Fox News**
  - July 2008: Pittsburgh Cancer Center warns of risks from usage of mobile phones.

- **Canwest**
  - Mar 2009: Brain Cancer linked to youngsters using mobile phones.

- **BBC News**
  - Jan 2008: Mobile Phones linked to disturbed sleep.
  - Oct 2008: Study linked telephones to tumours.

- **Popular Science**
  - Jan 2004: Mobile phones radiation can lead to brain damage.

- **BBC News**
  - Dec 2004: Mobile phones radiation alters human DNA.
  - Apr 2004: Mobile phones harm blood cells.

- **CNet**

- **SEN Herald**

- **USA Today**
  - Sept 2002: Link between older version of mobile phones and brain tumours.
1st Ion EMR Shield - The Ultimate Solution

While using mobile phones and other electronic appliances are unavoidable, you can block EMF radiation up to 99% with 1st Ion EMR Shield.

1st Ion EMR Shield is a highly advanced breakthrough in technology. One of the key ingredients used is Bio Ceramics from Japan which is able to emit Scalar Energy, Negative Ions and Far Infrared (FIR). In addition, the Scalar Energy, Negative Ions and FIR provide many other beneficial health properties.

What is Far Infrared (FIR) Energy?

FIR is another form of important bio-energy emitted by nature. Scientists have proven that FIR may help to promote the growth of living cells and balances the body’s meridian system ofr longevity.

As 70% of the human body consists of water, FIR ionizes and activates the water molecules within our bodies by way of biophysical resonance, thus improving blood circulation and other health conditions including muscle recovery, improved metabolism, and promote a better self-healing ability.

1st Ion EMR Shield not only fully protects you and your family from EMF radiation, but offers optimum health benefits through the latest technology in energy medicine.

(Without EMR Shield)
Thermographic image of the head after 15-minutes Phone call. Yellow and red areas indicate thermal (Heating) effects that can cause negative health effects.

(With EMR Shield)
Thermographic Image of the head after using EMR Shield.
What is Scalar Energy?

Scalar Energy is a static, stationary energy that has no frequencies and cannot be measured in Hertz like electro-magnetic waves. It was originally discovered by James Clerk Maxwell in the mid 1850’s and later noted by Albert Einstein during his work in the 1920’s.

Scalar Energy can regenerate and repair itself indefinitely. This also has important implications for the body. In fact, the right scalar frequencies have a whole range of profound beneficial effects on the human body.

Scalar Energy may help to:

- Neutralize man made frequencies including EMF radiation.
- Increase the energy level of every single cell in the body to the ideal 70-90 millivolts range.
- Protect against DNA damage.
- Increase overall body energy level as a result of increasing cellular energy for trillions of cells.
- Improve mental focus.
- Balance out the two hemispheres of the brain, as measured by EEG tests.

What are Ions?

Ions have a significant influence on our bodies. Positive ions may turn into free radicals in the body, oxidizing cells throughout the entire system. Negative ions on the other hand, are beneficial to our health.

The effects of Negative Ions & Positive Ions on our bodies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative Ion</th>
<th>Positive Ion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dilate blood vessels</td>
<td>Constrict blood vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilize BP</td>
<td>Increase BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase blood alkalinity</td>
<td>Increase blood acidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthen bones</td>
<td>Weaken bones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote urination; increase nitrogen in urine</td>
<td>Suppress urination; decrease nitrogen in urine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilize respiration and make breathing easier</td>
<td>Accelerate respiration and make breathing more difficult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease pulse rate</td>
<td>Increase pulse rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance heart function</td>
<td>Impair heart function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed up physical recovery</td>
<td>Prolong physical recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calm and relax nervous</td>
<td>Tense and strain the nervous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promote healthy growth</td>
<td>Suppress and delay growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMR Shield™

The EMR Shield is a highly advance breakthrough in technology which can successfully reduce the harmful effects of EMF radiation by up to 99%.

One of the key ingredients used is Bio Ceramics from Japan which is able to emit Scalar Energy, Negative Ions and Far-Infrared (FIR).

1.) Base material is a waterproof polyester sheet.

2.) Bio Ceramics is embedded using a 6 layers patented technology.

3.) Contains 6 microns thickness of Scalar Energy Negative Ions and Far-Infrared (FIR).

4.) Unique 3D embedded security feature to prevent imitation

Benefits of EMR Shield

1. Eliminates the negative effects of man-made frequencies and electro-magnetic fields. (Televisions, mobile phones, electric cables and computers). Scalar Energy frequency neutralizes man-made frequencies into harmless frequencies so it does not affect our health.

2. It charges the cell energy level in our bodies to 70-90 mini volts. (70-90 mini volts are the healthy cell in our bodies).

3. Reduces the heat created by radiation from the phone.

4. Relieves fatigue, tiredness and headaches caused by long telephone conversations.

To protect yourself from the effects of Electro Magnetic Field (EMF) radiation, just apply 1st Ion EMR Shield on any electronic items such as mobile phone, computer laptop, television, air-conditioner and other household electrical products.
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATIONS AND TEST REPORTS

Radiation Test by CIEMS  Anion Test by KFIA  Far-infrared Test by KFIA.

Danger of Radiation from Mobile phones is REAL!

To purchase the EMR Shield, please visit:

www.liptrainer guru.com/products

THE LEADING SCALAR ENERGY MANUFACTURER